
Class 5’s Programme of Work for Summer Term 2021 

 Term 5: 19th April – 28th May Term 6: 7th June – 21st July 
English: Our Class Novel for both terms is Holes written by Louis Sachar, a contemporary American novel about a 
boy who finds himself in a juvenile detention centre in the Texan desert digging holes for no apparent reason …. 
We shall be reading this novel primarily for pleasure and discussion purposes. It is already providing opportunities 
to highlight spelling and grammar differences between British and American English.  
I realise that I sound like a broken record but reading daily for extended periods of time is critical; it will support the 
development of all literacy skills. All children now have a VIPERS bookmark with question stems on it to support the 
development of the full range of reading comprehension skills – thank you for supporting your children with this 
important skill. Having a deep understanding of what you are reading is essential and will enable children to make a smooth 
transition to the broad range of secondary school subjects. To this end, we are spending one English lesson a week focusing on 
developing reading comprehension skills. We shall be encountering a wide range of text types and subject material. Already this 
term we have studied a scientific newspaper article, a poem and an autobiography about Harriet Tubman.  
The acquisition of a broad vocabulary, understanding words within their written contexts, identifying related words and being able 
to use them remains a constant feature of Class 5 learning whatever the subject; indeed, we are developing some budding 
lexicographers! I am really delighted with how most of the class have re-engaged with Bedrock Vocabulary and many are 
completing more than double the expected sessions each week: keep it up!  
Over the next two terms there will be a concerted effort to develop the class’s writing skills, especially extended pieces of writing 
across a wide range of writing genres. This brings together so many different strands of literacy: composition skills –  the purpose 
of the text; who the audience is; the specific literary features and grammar, spelling, punctuation, and presentation. It also develops 
planning drafting, editing, and proofreading skills. 

I am also very excited about introducing the class to the works of Shaun Tan, a wonderful 
Australian author. We shall be studying his beautifully crafted book, The Arrival. It is 
wonderful for developing children’s inferencing skills and stimulates conversations about how 
it must feel to be a migrant or a refugee. This will make links with our current history topic: 
The Slave Trade and Civil Rights as well as our geography topic: South America (its human 
characteristics). 

Mathematics: Every maths lesson begins with practising arithmetic skills and revisiting different aspects of maths learnt earlier in 
the year and one day a week, these questions are presented as word problems. On completion of this work, children either 
focus on their times tables (if needed) or developing their reasoning skills before the main maths lesson of the day.  
We are making good progress in mathematics and our current focus continues to be fractions. There are so many small steps to 
understand with fractions and each new skill depends on being secure with the previous steps. By the end of this unit of work, 
children will be able to add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions with different denominators, compare and order fractions, 
convert them between improper fractions and mixed numbers, simplify and find equivalent fractions, find fractions of an amount 
and convert between fractions and decimals and compare fractions, decimals, and percentages.   
Moving on from fractions, we shall be studying decimals in greater depth to develop stronger understandings up to 3 decimal 
places (thousandths), successfully order decimal amounts, relate decimals to converting units of measurement, read and recall 
decimals as fractions such as 0.71 =  or 0.125 = . round numbers to a specified decimal place, adding and subtracting decimals, 
and making complements of 1. Add and subtract with decimal amounts, multiply and divide decimals by whole numbers.   
Fractions, decimals and percentages are all ways of expressing a proportion of an amount and so we shall move 
on to percentages next, learning that it means the number of parts per 100, recognising equivalent fractions, 
decimals and percentages of an amount e.g., 0.8, 80% of £360. Use percentage as a means of comparison, link 
percentages with angles to interpret pie charts.  
Our next area of learning will be to introduce the class to ratio and scaling linking these to shape and recipes in 
readiness for secondary school where this aspect of number is developed much more.  
I also hope to introduce the children to algebra before the end of term again in readiness for those who will be going into Year 7. 
We shall be making links with geometry and measurement in art and design, computing, and through our NSPCC Number Day 
on Friday 7th May and our upcoming Shapes and Measurement Days in July. 

Science: We have just completed our science unit: Electricity, and shall be further developing this through our DT project.  
Our next unit of work is Light. Making a further link with a previous unit of learning: Properties of Materials, we shall investigate 
transparency, translucency, and opacity before conducting investigations to support the theory that light appears to travel in a 
straight line. Our next steps are to understand reflection, how this is linked to actually seeing everything around us, how light 
travels if it is reflected, and touch on the refraction of light. We shall also be studying the role the eye has in seeing, and learning 
about its main parts.  
In our next science topic, we shall be extending previous years’ learning about sorting animals by studying the classification 
system with a focus on plants. Starting from creating our own classification systems, we shall learn about Carl Linnaeus’s naming 
system and how this has been refined to create our present 8-tiered, hierarchical system. Our main work will centre around our 
forest school and playing field. If restrictions allow, I want to include a trip to Batsford Arboretum to extend our learning.   
We shall be linking how humans change from conception to old age with our relationships and sex education in Term 6. 



Religious Education: Our fascinating topic for the term is exploring what matters most to Humanists and 
Christians. RE always stimulates interesting debates and deep thinking resulting in more questions than 
answers! The class are showing their ability to self-reflect by evaluating their choice of values in lesson 1 
and amending them in lesson 2. We shall be learning about  the core principles of Humanism and comparing 
these with Christianity to draw out similarities and differences.  

Geography: We shall shortly start our third geography unit of the year: South America and its physical and human 
characteristics. We shall begin by gaining an overview of this fascinating continent, its countries, and capital cities; locating and 
naming its main physical geographical features; before zoning into Brazil. We shall learn about Brazil’s human and physical 
features, make links with the Slave Trade, and the influence this has had on human geography. At this point, we shall narrow 
our focus further to identify the ecosystem, climate, natural resources, and physical features of the Amazon Rainforest and 
make links with the naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace, who we have studied in Science. Finally, we shall turn our attention to 
deforestation of the Amazon Rainforest and the impact it is having on climate change which will tie in with our studies during 
lockdown. 

History: Currently, we are studying our Black History: The Transatlantic Slave Trade and Civil Rights. Not only is this deepening 
our understanding of trade and economics (the geography topic in Term 3) but of great importance, it is broadening everyone’s 
understanding of injustice and inequality and the complex relationships between cause and effect. We shall be making 
connections with Bristol and its involvement in the slave trade and sugar industry (we have already made links with Bourton 
House ). We are learning about enslaved abolitionists including Harriet Tubman and will conclude this unit of work by learning 
about the American Civil Rights movement.  
In Term 6, we shall study a short unit about the changing powers of British monarchs narrowing our focus to the Civil War, its 
causes and effects. This unit of work will include a local history study: the battle of Stow; indeed, there is documented evidence 
that soldiers marched through Blockley en route to Oxford! 

Art and Design: In art and design, we are making links with mathematics and shall be making nets using a pull-up mechanism to 
create a range of 3-D shapes from cubes to dodecahedrons!  
In Term 6, we shall be linking art and design with computing to create our own graffiti-based tags reflecting our identities. 

Design Technology: Relating to our electricity topic, we are currently designing, making, and evaluating buzzer games. Each 
child needs a strong box (about the size of a shoebox). If anyone has any wire coat hangers or strong yet bendable wire that 
they are willing to donate, we shall be extremely grateful.  
In term 6 we shall be making links with mathematics and healthy living by making granola bars. 

PSHE: PSHE is interwoven through the ethos of the class and school as well as being allocated times to discuss and understand 
specific subjects. During the summer terms this will include a range of subjects: growing independence and taking responsibility, 
keeping healthy, media awareness and safety, relationships, managing difficult feelings, coping with change, keeping safe, body 
image, sex education and self-esteem. 

Computing: E-safety will continually be in the foreground of our computing work to help everyone stay safe online today and in 
the future. This term we shall be writing our own programmes to draw regular polygons and spirograph-type patterns 
– again a link with mathematics. 
In Term 6, as mentioned in art and design, we shall be using a computer programme to create our own graffiti-based 
tags reflecting our identities. 

French: During terms 5 and 6, we shall be learning about animals: on the farm and pets, describing animals using 
adjectives, naming animal homes and writing and speaking in basic sentences including using prepositions.  

Music Our unit of work is called Reflect, Rewind and Replay. It includes listening to and appraising classical music, embedding 
the foundations of the interrelated dimensions of music, singing, playing instruments within the song and composition and share 
and perform the learning that has taken place. 

P.E.: Term 5 is rounders, applying fielding skills to a tactical situation attempting to field in various positions and building 
towards using a real rounders ball and bat safely in a competitive situation. 
Term 6 is athletics, building competitive jumping, throwing and running skills. We shall be learning about the importance 
of starting and finishing sprints effectively. In long jump, we shall be looking to develop a technique which uses power from legs 
through the body and arms to  jump further distances. 

Homework:  This information remains the same. Homework is set on a Thursday with completion by the following Tuesday 
morning. A minimum of two sessions of Bedrock Vocabulary need to be completed each week. Reading must be a daily habit 
and for children who are not yet secure on their basic multiplication and division skills they need to be regularly engaging with 
learning them including Times Table Rock Stars. Spelling tests are generally at the end of the week and based on the previous 
week’s spelling lesson and spellings covered throughout the year.  

Finally 
If you have an area of expertise linked to our learning and would like to share it, please do speak to me, we shall welcome your 
offer gratefully. 
Good communication between home and school are so important, so do please ‘catch me’, send an email via the office or 
telephone if you have an area of concern.  
Anna Furniss and Graham Jones 



 


